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Abstract 

 

The Korean movie market is an extremely dynamic market. Social network services are also rapidly 
growing in Korea and comments on movies in social network services (SNS) are increasingly influencing 

the movie industry. In this paper, we address the issue of forecasting box-office revenue by considering 

the comments on movies in SNS. We analyze the data in the Korean movie market by using regression 
analysis and the Bass diffusion model. Our results show that the number of screens is the only significant 

variable before release, whereas positive and negative mentions on SNS are also essential after release. In 

addition, the hybrid method provides the idea of employing SNS data into diffusion models for obtaining 
effective forecasting results. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 

The Korean movie market is one of the fastest-growing movie 

markets with a series of significant international successes. 

Recently, the Hallyu (Korean Wave) phenomenon has expanded 

the coverage of the Korean entertainment industry in both 

Western and Asian countries. In particular, movies play an 

important role in the Hallyu phenomenon. Reflecting the 

importance of the Korean movie market, diverse research has 

been conducted on the determinants of success of this market.1-4  

These previous works deal with general success factors such as 

genre, actors, directors, investment, number of screens, and 

online scores.  

  A movie is an experimental product. As a result, a number 

of studies have attempted to utilize the word of mouth (WOM) 

effect when forecasting the success of a movie. These studies 

were based on various sources of WOM, such as interviews and 

random dialing5, simulated data6, and online message boards.7  

  Recently, some researchers have attempted to utilize social 

network service (SNS) data, which are regarded as the most 

direct and genuine source of WOM, to forecast movies’ 

success.8-11 The following two models have been employed for 

predicting movie success using SNS data: the regression 

model12,13 and the Bass diffusion model.14-16  

  Although Abel et al.17 and Lică and Tuță18,19 showed that 

the number of positive mentions on SNS is a more effective 

factor for forecasting movie success than the total number of 

mentions on SNS, Liu13 insisted that the total number of 

mentions on SNS is the most effective factor. Dellarocas et al.15 

showed that movie user reviews have more explanatory power 

than expert movie reviews. Chakravarty et al.20 insisted that the 

influence of reviews varies with the movie watching frequency.  

  Regarding the Korean movie market, research on movie 

success using SNS data has seldom been conducted despite the 

high usage of SNS and deep penetration of high-speed internet 

access in this country. Besides the explosive growth of SNS, 

SNS analysis websites are emerging to enable researchers to 

utilize SNS data easily.  

  In this paper, we propose a new method for forecasting 

Korean movie success using SNS data and a hybrid of the 

regression and Bass diffusion models. This is the first attempt to 

use SNS data for Korean movie forecasting. We verify the 

utility of SNS data and validate our new hybrid method of the 

regression and the Bass models with actual Korean movie data. 

 

 

2.0  MATERIALS AND METHOD 

 

2.1  Data 

 

We analyzed full-length films released in Korea between 

October 2011 and August 2012. For the SNS analysis, we 

selected films that had been made for the Korean market and in 

Korean. Afterwards, movies with titles that were inappropriate 
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for a search keyword (e.g., “Mother”) were excluded. We also 

considered both the number of viewers and the length of the 

screening period. Movies with an audience of less than 10,000 

or that had a run shorter than two weeks were ruled out. As a 

result, we chose 47 of the 103 films for our analysis. The data 

for box-office information, number of screens, and number of 

seats were collected from the Korean Box Office Information 

System of the Korean Film Council (http://www.kobis.or.kr)21. 

The SNS data were collected from a Korean SNS analysis 

website (pulseK.com)22. The SNS data contained keyword 

mentions, positive mentions, and negative mentions on Twitter, 

Facebook, and other forms of SNS.  

  The data collection horizon ranged from three weeks 

before release to five weeks after release. The screening of 

almost all movies tends to end four weeks after their release. 

 

2.2  Methodology 

 

Two target variables, total box-office revenue and weekly box-

office revenue, are used by this paper for forecasting. The 

regression model is used to forecast the total box-office revenue. 

Since the weekly box-office revenue is a time series variable 

and usually shows a truncated S-shaped curve, the Bass 

diffusion model has been used to forecast the S-shaped curve in 

recent papers.14-16 

  The Bass diffusion model23 comprises three parameters: 

market potential (m), innovation coefficient (p), and imitation 

coefficient (q). The limitation of the Bass model is that these 

parameters are estimated by solely using daily box-office 

revenue data, because this model, unlike the regression model, 

cannot include several factors that affect movie success 

simultaneously. 

  In order to utilize the relative advantages of the two 

models, we propose a hybrid method. The total box-office 

revenue, estimated by a regression model using box-office 

information, number of screens, number of seats, and 

positive/negative mentions on SNS, is used as the market 

potential parameter in the Bass model to enable the stable 

estimation of the other two parameters more easily using daily 

box-office data. If the market potential can be estimated 

accurately using the regression model, then it is relatively easier 

to estimate the other two parameters accurately. Moreover, in 

cases where limited data is available, the market potential tends 

to be underestimated and it is difficult to estimate this parameter 

accurately in most cases.24 The hybrid method is designed to 

overcome this problem and provide more accurate estimation by 

including information other than the time series data.  

  Our hybrid method can be realized by using the following 

procedure: 

(i) Estimate the total box-office revenue by a regression 

model of equation (1): 
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where Box
tot

 is the total box-office revenue and ix  is the i-th 

independent variable corresponding to a movie’s success factor.  

 

(ii) The total box-office revenue of a movie, estimated using 

equation (1), is used as the market potential of the movie. The 

other two parameters of the Bass model can be obtained using 

equation (2) as follows: 
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where  , , ;N p q t m  is the cumulative adopters (box-office 

revenue) at time t  given the market potential m  and 
tx  is the 

net adopters at time t . 

 

 

3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.1  Regression Analysis 

 

Regression models are used for analyzing the major factors 

affecting box-office revenue. Owing to the different conditions 

of the available information, the regression models are 

separately developed for before and after release situations. We 

developed two equations with total box-office revenue and 

weekly box-office revenue as target variables for each situation. 

The before release model contains the number of screens on the 

day of release, number of seats on the day of release, cumulative 

number of mentions on SNS, cumulative number of positive 

mentions on SNS, and cumulative number of negative mentions 

on SNS. 

  Target variables for the before release model are total box-

office revenue and first week box-office revenue (see Table 1.) 

  The regression analysis indicates that only the number of 

screens and the number of seats on the day of release are 

significant variables for total box-office revenue and first week 

box-office revenue after release (see Table 2.) 

  The regression model using only the number of screens on 

the day of release day as an independent variable has the most 

explanatory power, as shown by the following equations: 

 

totBox = -14562444268.5 + 73124889.0153* sc , 

Box = -4216667998.66 + 23911077.7203* sc . 

 

  The variables included as potential independent variables 

in the after release analysis of the major factors affecting box-

office revenue are slightly different from those included in the 

before release analysis. Target variables for the after release 

model are total box-office revenue and next-week box-office 

revenue (see Table 3.) 

  For the after release analysis, all the potential independent 

variables were found to significantly affect box-office revenue. 

The most explanatory power was obtained by using the 

following regression models: 

 

totBox = -332879757.283 + 0.97696244097* sumBox  + 

1.61007044823* Box  + 1858206.95175* 1pos  - 

1014127.56871* 1pos  - 2417884.22347* 1neg . 

 

nextBox = -146213272.748 + 0.700490898335* Box + 

610124.891919*
1pos  - 418897.039602*

1pos  - 

494332.898897*
1neg . 

 

  The potential independent variables are all meaningful at 

the 5% significance level. Table 4 shows the adjusted R-square 

values of the above two regressions, along with the normalized 

coefficients and variance inflation factors of the independent 

variables. 
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As generally expected, realized box-office information is the 

most important factor for forecasting box-office revenue. 

Besides box-office information, the number of positive 

mentions on SNS is the most important factor. Naturally, the 

coefficient of negative mentions on SNS has a negative value. 

The negative value of the coefficient of the positive mentions 

during last week may be caused by the gap between word-of-

mouth expectations and the actual experience of watching a 

movie with higher expectations. For both equations, all VIF 

values are lower than 5, which implies that they do not suffer 

from multicollinearity. 

  The most noticeable difference between before release and 

after release is the significance of the variables related to 

mentions on SNS. The result shows that mentions on SNS 

before a movie release do not significantly affect future box-

office revenue. Instead, the number of screens, which indicates 

the marketing and distribution power, is the only factor for 

determining future box-office revenue. In the case of after 

release, SNS reflecting the response of movie-watchers provides 

meaningful information for future box-office revenue. In 

contrast to the findings by Liu13, the number of positive 

mentions on SNS is a more significant factor than the total 

number of mentions on SNS. Moreover, we found that besides 

historical box-office data, number of positive mentions on SNS 

is the most accurate factor for forecasting box-office revenue. 

This is consistent with the results of Abel et al.9,17 and Lică and 

Tuță.19  

 

 

Table 1  Variables used in before release models (t = 1, 2, 3)  

Variables Descriptions 

Box  Box-office revenue for the first week 

totBox  Total box-office revenue 

sc  Number of screens on the day of release 

st  Number of seats on the day of release 

trcg  Weekly number of mentions on SNS 

temo  Weekly number of positive or negative mentions on SNS 

tpos  Weekly number of positive mentions on SNS 

tneg  Weekly number of negative mentions on SNS 

Table 2  Result of regression analysis (values are adjusted R squares) 

 

Significant  

Independent Variables 

Dependent Variables 

totBox  Box  

sc  0.545116 0.680093 

st  0.537275 0.648547 

Table 3  Variables used in after release models 

 
Variables Descriptions 

totBox  Total box-office revenue 

nextBox  Next-week box-office revenue 

Box  This-week box-office revenue 

sumBox . Cumulative box-office revenue until this week 

sc  Predetermined number of screens on the first day of next week 

st  Predetermined number of seats on the first day of next week 

trcg  Weekly number of mentions on SNS (if t = 1, then this week and if t = -

1, then last week) 

temo  Weekly number of positive or negative mentions on SNS 

tpos  Weekly number of positive mentions on SNS 

tneg  Weekly number of negative mentions on SNS 
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3.2  Forecasting Comparison 

 

In this section, we compare three different methods for 

forecasting box-office revenue after release. The regression 

model in section 3.1 and the Bass model are used for forecasting 

the total and next-week box-office revenues. The new hybrid 

model is also used for next-week box-office revenue 

forecasting. Daily box-office data are used by the Bass model 

and K-fold cross validation is adopted for comparing the 

performance of each model. We use the data for 46 out of 47 

movies for the estimations for each model and the data from the 

remaining movie is used to compare the forecasting accuracies 

of each model.  

  Table 5 shows the results of forecasting the total box-office 

revenue using the regression and Bass models. The regression 

model exhibited greater accuracy than the Bass model, 

especially in forecasting the total box-office revenue for the first 

week after release. The difference in the accuracy between the 

two models may be caused by insufficient data for the Bass 

model and the use of SNS data for the regression model. 

  Consequently, when we consider forecasting box-office 

revenue, the regression model in section 3.1 could be 

recommended for total box-office revenue and our hybrid 

method could be more adequate for weekly box-office revenue 

at an early stage after release. In any case, the SNS data at t - 1 

should be considered as a major factor for forecasting box-office 

revenue at “t.” 

 

 

4.0  CONCLUSION 

 

We analyzed data from the Korean movie market and SNS to 

identify the factors that influence box-office revenue before and 

after movie release. Besides the number of screens, the numbers 

of positive and negative mentions on SNS were found to be the 

most significant variables in forecasting box-office revenue after 

release, whereas none of the SNS data variables were found to 

have the explanatory power to forecast box-office revenue 

before release. Comparison results from different forecasting 

methods on after release weekly box-office revenue show that 

the hybrid method can improve the forecasts obtained by using 

the Bass model by including SNS data and can provide better 

forecasts than other methods, particularly one week after 

release.  

  Despite notable findings, this study is subject to some 

limitations, which suggest areas of possible future research. 

First, the analysis might suffer from a limitation in sampling 

because only Korean movies were selected for the SNS analysis. 

Hence, wider research that includes foreign films would 

contribute to a more general and robust conclusion. Second, 

only two models are employed in this study, namely simple 

regression and Bass diffusion models. Applying more 

sophisticated algorithms, as shown in Elena et al.25, Bakhary et 

al.26, and Samsudin et al.27, would help to improve the 

forecasting accuracy. Finally, more consideration needs to be 

given to the characteristics of the data. For example, 

heteroskedasticity of time series data can be incorporated in the 

forecasting model to reflect aspects of the motion picture 

industry more accurately. 
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